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Chapter 1: Introduction

Ronan Feeney



2.1 What is an eBook?

Chapter 2: eBook

 
eBooks are incredibly user-friendly. They can contain
embedded links to websites, videos, pictures, games and
much more, making them very interactive and engaging.
They are also portable by nature - you can have 6,000
books alone on an 8gb Kindle. Font sizes can be adjusted
and have text-to-speech features, and the eBook is easily
searchable if you are looking for something specific. 
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An eBook is an electronic book that can be downloaded
instantly from anywhere in the world, once you have an
internet connection. They can be download on a number of
different devices such as tablets, mobile phones,
computers and eBook readers. 
 
 



eBook Formats include EPUB, AZW, TEXT and PDF.

EPUB - the most widely supported format
It can be viewed on mobile, computers, tablets, most
eReaders apart from the Kindle. They  have DRM
(Digital Rights Management) included, which means
that the author's rights are protected.

AZW - Amazon's own format
It has DRM and can be read on a Kindle or devices
with the  Kindle app. It can only be accessed through
the Amazon book store.  

TEXT - used only for text eBooks
eg research books.

PDF - one of the most commonly used formats
It is not considered a true eBook as it is not
reflowable. Known for its ease-of-use and high- end
design. Can be difficult to read on small screens. They
can be easily downloaded on any device and shared
for free. Especially popular with marketers.

2.2 Formats
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One of the most popular platforms to purchase eBooks
Occupies 80% of the markets in the US and UK 
Pays the highest royalties and provides access to
Amazon ads for further promotion
Books can be priced individually for each global market 

Large global online reader, based in Canada
Occupies 25% of the eBook market in Canada  

The good news is that distribution costs are low and the
eBook is cheaper than a traditional hardback copy. 

The four main eBook publishing platforms are Amazon,
Kobo, Draft2Digital and Streetlib. 

Amazon

Kobo
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2.3 Distribution and Sales



Content can be submitted in word.doc. and they will
convert it to an eBook and publish to a partner of
your choice, taking a percentage of the retail money 

A global distribution platform
Your eBook can be published on an array of online
and physical bookshops, apps and subscription
services globally
Strong presence in Europe, Latin America
Recent focus on more emerging markets like Africa
and MENA (Middle East & North Africa)

Draft2Digital

Streetlib 

Credibility  - It's proof that you know your subject well
 
SEO (Search Engine Optimisation)- Having an eBook
available as a resource on your website increases
organic SEO as other websites and blogs link to it.
Links from quality websites increase your ranking in
the SERP( Search Engine Results Page). With this
increase in traffic on your website this will indicate to
the search engine that your site is of good quality. 
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2.4 Benefits to creating an eBook



 Channels - Having an eBook opens up new to reach
potential new customers through, allowing you to widen
your current digital marketing strategy. An eBook can
bring a new demographic of potential customers to your
website. 

Lead generation - eBooks are often offered for free in
exchange for the customers details. 

Permanent - Unlike websites and blog post the content
is downloaded. It is saved on a device which the
customer can review it again and share it with others.

There are a number of websites that you can use to build an
eBook for free:

Book Creator, Canva, Vennage, Visme, Crello, Flipsnack,
Go.Designrr, Lulu, Kindle Create, KotoBee

I found Book Creator very easy to use, but it was too basic
for me. The reason I chose to use Canva is I found it to be
user friendly with nice design options. Also, there are lots of
tutorial videos on Youtube should you get stuck!
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2.5 Creating an eBook for free



'Digital marketing is any form of marketing products or

services that involves electronic devices' 
-Neil Patel-

 
Organisations use digital channels such as social media, search
engines, email, blogs, advertising and websites to connect with
potential customers.

Traditional marketing such as printed advertising, billboards,
phone communication, radio & tv advertisements are all for
mass communication.

Digital marketing happens online. 
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Chapter 3: Concepts



The advancement of digital technologies has resulted in many
new digital channels, faster internet speeds, the rise of the
smartphone , and other connected devices such as the IOT
(Internet Of Things) meaning that potential customers are
always connected, always 'on' and have endless channels to
chose from. 

 

Digital marketing is vital for every business that wants to
reach their potential customers online. Digital content and
marketing communications are so vital for businesses to get
right as they are now expected by consumers when they
want to learn and connect with a brand. 

Consumers are getting targeted so cleverly now by so many
brands, through so many channels that competition is so
high. It can be difficult to stand out so brands have to
differentiate themselves and think of something new. For a
business to be successful online they have to have a good
understanding of digital marketing. 
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There are many ways for brands to
market to and engage with new
customers. They can do so in a much
more targeted and personalised way
now than ever before.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mBO2vqLv38&ab_channel=Simplilearn


Digital marketers focus on a specific key performance
indicators (KPI) for each of these channels so that
performance can be accurately measured. KPIs are used for
short term and long term goal setting.

The website is usually the hub of an organisation's digital
channel and driving or attracting traffic to the website is
one of the most common digital marketing goals. 

The website is usually where a customer will make a
purchase or sign up. It is vital that you are displayed at the
top of the SERP (Search Engine Results Page) as this is
where potential customers will look for a product or
service. It is imperative that your site can be easily found 
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3.1 SEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tuWjtc2Ifk&ab_channel=virtualstrategist


Crawling
Indexing
Ranking

and easy to navigate. The best and most cost-effective way of
increasing traffic to your site is to have a high organic search
engine result; the best way to achieve this is through SEO. 

How the search engines works
 The search engine has three main tasks:

1.
2.
3.

To be a highly indexed and ranked website, it needs to have
certain characteristics. These include the technical aspects
about the site, along with what are called on page and off
page factors. The user experience is of course also very
important. 
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https://www.weidert.com/blog/on-page-and-off-page-seo#:~:text=While%20on%2Dpage%20SEO%20refers,on%20social%20media%2C%20for%20example.


Organic search is free but takes a lot of time and effort to
see results. 

If you are a new company or if you are launching a new
product or have an event coming up that you want to
promote, SEA is a great tactic to use to promote your
business. These paid search results show at the top of
the SERP with ad beside the link. They are also know as
PPC (Pay Per Click) which means that the advertiser
pays the search engine every time someone clicks into
the link. 

You can use display advertising too which is an outbound
channel meaning that people are actively searching for
the product or service. 
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3.2 Search Engine Advertising / Marketing



The ad is shown to a particular person that you think fits your
criteria for the product or service. This tactic is used for brand
awareness and expanding the reach of the product or service.
The Google Display Network allows advertisers to display, text
and video ads within websites that have signed up to the
Google Adsense platform. This network matches ads to
relevant content in websites and advertisers pay on the PPC
basis as previously stated. 

This is a form of marketing that uses social networking
platforms as marketing tools to increase brand and product
awareness and to build relationships with customers. 

Sponsored ads are highly targeted. A specific demographic
can be targeted, male or female, which is more cost effective
and can bring a high return on investment. 

Social Media Advertising means bringing a paid element into
your social media strategy. You can choose to boost a post or
run an ad campaign. Changes to algorithms have resulted in a
massive decline in natural reach on social media posts,
specifically Facebook and Instagram. 

3.3 Social Media Marketing
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You can be specific with what you want your audience
to see, how much you want to spend, and how long
you want the posts reach to be boosted for. 

Boosting a post is an easy way to expose a new brand
or launch to a lot of potential customers and for
potential customers to engage with you. 

Social media platforms offer an advertising function, so
that ads and sponsored content can be displayed on
the platforms. They work off a PPC basis and are highly
targeted. They allow you to target and re-target
customers, helping to get traffic to your website and
engage potential customers. Facebook Ads Manager
lets you setup ads and post across Facebook,
Instagram and Messenger. Ads can be image or video
based.
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BOOSTING A POST MEANS
PAYING A FEE FOR MORE PEOPLE
TO SEE YOUR POST.



Email marketing is a traditional channel that is widely used
and has over three billion email accounts worldwide. 

Email is used for communications with subscribers,
promoting content on other channels, and announcing
sales and events. 

The email can direct potential customers to your website
so they can continue to purchase your offering. Customers
are required to sign up and authorise permission before
you can send an email. You can then send emails or
newsletters on a regular basis. 

Email is very useful for keeping in contact with your
customers, keeping them updated on what your business
is doing or offering - and it's free!

For more info on email marketing click here.
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3.4 Email Marketing

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/dbsie/reader.action?docID=5672727&ppg=473


Blog Posts: Shows expertise 
Ebooks and Papers: Drive traffic to the website

"Content marketing is a strategic marketing approach focused
on creating and distributing valuable, relevant, and consistent
content to attract and retain a clearly defined audience — and,

ultimately, to drive profitable customer action."
 

(What is Content Marketing?, 2020)

Content marketing will build brand awareness, lead
generation, engagement and sales. As well as website
content the other channels that can play a role are: 

Content marketing is centred around creating written and
visual assets that provide genuine value for people. The
purpose is to drive both inbound customer engagement
and SEO from a specified audience.
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3.5 Content Marketing



 

The use of smart phones for internet browsing overtook
that of desktop in 2016. This proves that your social
media images and other digital assets needs to be fully
optimised for mobile traffic. 

People who engage with your organisation online with
their mobile need to have the same positive experience
as if they were using a desktop to view your website.
Search engines have prioritised sites that are mobile
friendly and it's a major ranking factor.  
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3.6 Mobile Marketing Introduction
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As technologies continue to evolve it is vital to have a
framework in place when managing a digital marketing
campaign. 

Digital Marketing is an umbrella term which encapsulates
all of a business’s online marketing activities. They can be
used instead of, or alongside the traditional offline
channels such as print media, radio, and T.V.

An organisation's digital footprint is the digital trail that
a business leaves on the internet, examples of these
include: social media, participation in forms, blog posts,
podcasts, marketing ads, as well as what other are saying
about you online. 

A good tool for businesses to use is a social listening tool.
You can monitor what people are saying about you across
social media platforms. Hootsuite is very useful for this,
for more information on this click here. 

Chapter 4: Models and Frameworks

https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-listening-business/
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4.1 The Four P's

These four basic principles have been used for a long time.
They give a blueprint to building a marketing strategy and
running a successful brand.

The 4 P's are still used today, however as they were designed
in an era when businesses were most likely to focus on
selling products rather than services. It has been argued that
they don't fully address the complexities of digital marketing.



   Product: The Item or service that is been sold

Place: How the product is distributed to the
customers

 
Price: The price of the product relative to its

positioning and return on investment

Promotion: includes advertising, events, SEO,
content marketing etc, What tactics are being used

to promote awareness of the product?
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This refers to the way in which customers can connect with
people in the organisation. It includes culture, training and
customer contact.

This includes buildings, websites, Invoices, tracking
information, packaging and reviews.

This is the full experience of the buying process, from start
to finish. 

The 4 P's were extended to the 7 P's in 1980's with the extra
P's described as "Service mix P's", because they consider the
goals of service based business. 

The 7 P's construct a decision-making framework which guides
organisations towards choosing the correct marketing strategy
to suit their objectives. These extra 3 P’s are:

People

Physical evidence

Processes
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The 7 P's are quite a broad marketing principal which was
developed in an analogue era. This era's main focus was on
product manufacturing which is limited in nature for some
situations and lacks a problem solving element. 

The Eight Disciplines, or 8Ds, is a well known problem-
solving approach, aimed at uncovering the root cause of an
issue and solving the problem. 

8Ds is used at organisations such as Ford Motor company to
approach and resolve problems that occur. 

It is an effective model to prevent complex problems within
processes from reoccurring.
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Design Demand Didactics

Distribution Duty

Diary

Direction

Dialectic

How an organisation can turn a customers needs and
preferences into a product

What makes a customer complete a transaction

How can the organisation inform all stakeholders and
customers about products and services

How the organisation can deliver its products or services to
the consumer

Design

Demand

Didactics 

Distribution

22



The Six I's

To uphold the rights and obligations to  shareholders to
the organisations's activities. 

What is the history of the organisation and it's products. 

What is the organisation's vision+ mission statement and
current culture. 

What market strategy should they follow. 

Duty

Direction

Diary

Dialectic

The six I's were developed in response to the advancing digital
technologies marketers could no longer rely on the 7P's.

The 6 I's shows what is different about digital marketing
compared with traditional. With this new ability to connect
with a global targeted audiences. For more information on the
six i's click here.
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https://medium.com/@sho0by/6-is-of-internet-marketing-that-every-marketer-should-know-5d8ba9675836
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Interactivity

Intelligence

Individualism

Integration

Industry restructuring 

Independence of location

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



Digital advertising can speed up a digital marketing
campaign by increasing its reach through targeting
specific customers. This advertising is paid for and it
is very effective at going after a specific
demographic. These ads can be display or search
advertising, or social media, video advertisements
and retargeting for example. 

Paid channels are used most effectively for
targeting new customers, brand awareness and
telling potential customers about a new product or
service. 

Organic SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) is
free but it's time consuming. If a website is new or
the owners are struggling with SEO, paid search
marketing can help as it will be displayed on top of
the SERP (Search Engine Results Page) displaying
"Sponsored" or "Ad" beside the link. PPC or pay per
click means that the organisations pays the search
engine every time the ad is clicked and they will
have an agreed fee with the search engine. 
Display advertising means displaying ads, like
banners ads which appear on other websites,
linking back to your website.
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Chapter 5: Digital Advertising



Google Adsense invites website owners to sign up to allow
relevant ads to appear on their page. They will receive
remuneration from Google Adsense for the ads on their
page. The advertisers create their own ads through the
Google Display Network and Google places the ads on
websites with relevant content that have signed up. 

Social media platforms are great channels to use for
engagement, but some platforms suppress the reach of the
post through their algorithms. They encourage business to
boost their post to increase reach. Sponsored social media
increases the reach of the posts and the post can be
displayed to anyone on Facebook, they don't have to be a
follower of the page. Social media platforms have robust
targeting so that the right people can see the ad.
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https://www.google.com/adsense/start/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA_qD_BRDiARIsANjZ2LByFLxQ1JF42u_46ycZgKzNp1jVe232sHLLI6S4kBynkQS3BBGtrWoaAhSIEALw_wcB


Design
The design must blend in with the site it's been
advertised on

Social Media Advertising
This means bring a paid element to your social media
strategy, through boosting post or running ad campaigns.
You can pay a small fee to boost a post and target a
specific audience. 

All social media offer an advertising function so that your
ads and boosted post are displayed on the platform.
They work off a pay per click (PPC) basis and are highly
targeted. This function allows you to target specific
audiences and retarget customers, driving brand
awareness engagement and relevant traffic to your
website. Facebook's Ads manager will help you setup
different ad types which can then be placed on Facebook,
Instagram, Messenger and the Audience Network

Native advertising
This is a type of paid advertising where the ad adapts to
the website or environment that it's been shown on. It
blends in with the website or platform it is been displayed
on. The advert appears as 'sponsored' or 'advertisement'
and if you click it you will be redirected to a third party
website. It is comprised of four components:
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https://www.google.com/search?q=what+is+audience+network&rlz=1C5CHFA_enIE915IE917&oq=whats%27s+the+audience+&aqs=chrome.4.69i57j0i22i30i457j0i22i30j0i22i30i395l7.7310j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


Location
They are placed within the normal feed on a
website or the content recommendation section
and not placed in the usual ad slots.

Ad Behaviour
The user will be redirected to a third party website
rather than being taken to another page within the
website. 

Disclosure
Native ads must have a 'sponsored' or
'advertisement' over the ad. This is so the
consumer doesn't think that it's content from the
publisher. 

Video Completion Rate:  How many times the entire
video was viewed. 
Expansion Time: The length of time that the ad is
watched in full screen mode. 
Average Display Time: Rich videos should be
displayed to a user for 30 seconds or fewer.

Video Advertising
Videos are great for grabbing attention as well as getting
your message across in a short space of time. They can be
displayed on Youtube before a video(Pre Roll), half way
through(Mid Roll) or at the end of a video(Post Roll); on
Social media; and when someone visits websites.

Metrics for measuring video ad performance:
1.

2.

3.
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Retargeting
This is a tool that allows you to reconnect with people that
visit your website. You do this by inserting a piece of code
on your website (also know as a tag or pixel). This will then
allow you to follow the user around the web and re-
advertise to them on different place around the web -
there is a limit on the amount of times you can retarget
consumers.

Programmatic Advertising
The buying and selling of advertisement space on websites
and apps through an automated bidding system. It enables
brand or agencies to purchase ad impressions through
publishers sites or apps. These artificial intelligence (AI)
powered algorithms assess users based on their behaviour,
demographic data, cookie data, and other criteria to
determine which ad should be shown to each user.
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Types of Programmatic Media Buying

Real Time Bidding(RTB)
This is like a normal auction where anyone can bid, whoever
bids the most gets the ad slot. RTB is easy to set up and
use, but it lacks transparency as you don't know the exact
website that will be advertising for you. 

Private Market Place(PMP)
This is very similar to RTB except it's on a invite only basis.
Publishers, who are normally large well known websites,
with mass reach, set aside premium ad space which is
reserved for select. advertisers within this private auction.
Unlike RTB, the advertiser knows what website they are
bidding on. 

Advantages of programmatic advertising
Real time insights: On the performance of their campaign. 

Enhanced targeting: First and third party data can be
combined to enhance the accuracy of the audience list. 
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5.1 Programmatic Media Buying



Increased transparency: The ad performance and budget
can be easily monitored. 

Decreased ad fraud:  There is a lower amount of fake clicks
as the programmatic ad platform utilises algorithms to detect
and block fake bot traffic.

 
Paid, Owned, Earned Media. 

This can be easily remembered by POEM. 

Paid Media: This is any channel that is paid for, which
includes paid search, display advertising, sponsored social
media posts, native advertising as well as affiliate and
influencer campaigns. This is used when you need
immediate results. This is easy to scale and control-
campaigns can be paused or increased easily. You can
easily measure performance with analytics.
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5.2 Categories of Digital Media



Owned Media: This is all the channels the
organisation has control over such as the website and
social media channels. Owned media tends to be the
hub of all the channels- this is where you can give the
audience great content and keep them up to date with
everything that you are doing. This is essential for
building relationships and gaining earned media. 

Earned Media: This is when someone else shares
content that relates to your business i.e products or
services, often this is a customer. They could create a
review online, social media post, blog post or share an
image of your product or service. People often trust
these types of reviews or blog post as it is 'social proof'.
Earned media can be negative also so it is wise to use a
social listening tool in order to monitor and respond to
what is being said about the business or brand online. 
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Paid Search & Display

Paid search is an inbound channel - this is when someone
is looking for something specific and they are shown the
relevant ad at the top of the SERP. It's based on the Pay Per
Click model, meaning every time someone clicks the ad the
advertiser pays an agreed fee the the search engine.  

Display advertising is an outbound channel - which uses
creative content displayed to audiences on specific websites.
The audience isn't actively searching for this product or
service, the display ad is showing this ad to this specific
group of people who they hope will buy the product or
service. 
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Some Display Advertising Platforms
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Selling digital media means using an ecommerce
website to sell virtual items over the internet, some
examples include: software, eBooks and video games,
Ecommerce is basically the buying and selling over the
internet. 

Ecommerce revenues  
are projected to grow to 
6.54 trillion US dollars in 

2022. (Statista 2020) Online shopping
is one of the most popular online

activities worldwide. 
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Chapter Six: Selling Digital Media



Business to Customer(B2C): This is the most
common model with an emphasis on the customers
experience. The business uses SEO and digital
advertising to reach these customers.  B2C typically is
quicker process than B2B but has a lower order value.

Business to Business: This is typically between a
producer and a wholesaler. The process is considerably
long than B2C but it has a lot higher order value. 

Customer to Business: This includes Freelancers &
influencers offering their services to a business for a fee
and affiliate programs.

Consumer to Consumer: Payment services such as
Paypal and Stripe have made this concept easier, as
you can easily receive  or send  money through these
platforms. eBay is the pioneering model where you can
buy and sell items off other consumers. Social media
such as Instagram and Facebook have allowed
customers to easily sell their products too. 
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6.1 The 4 Primary Forms of eCommerce



Individual sales: This can be selling off your own website
or through social media channels. There are many
eCommerce solutions available such as Shopify.

Subscription:  This model is increasing in popularity as it is
more accessible to customers. The customer signs up and
pays monthly for the service you provide. 
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6.2 The 3 Categories of Revenue Models



Traffic: Revenue can be earned for allowing other businesses
to advertise on your website through banner ads, video ads,
and text ads. 

Adsense is the format through which this is achieved. This is an
advertising programme that websites owners can sign up to to
be part of the Google Display Network and agree to allow
certain ads on their website. 

Different ad types can be served to visitors coming to your site,
you will earn revenue through impressions and clicks.
Commission can also be earned when affiliate links are clicked
and the customer purchases the product through another
website.  
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Software as a Service(SaaS): This is a cloud based
application that can be accessed from any device once you
have an internet connection. SaaS vendors manage the
maintenance, updates and service of the application. It's a
subscription bases model, so you pay for what you need. 

Hosted Solutions: This service allows users and
businesses to easily convert to an eCommerce site. These
are ready made online stores, such as Shopify, it's highly
customisable, subscription  based and if you want to add
more featured you will pay. Other options include
WordPress or Magento and you can add premium
products or plug-ins to create the functionality that you
need and connect to payment providers. 

Social Media: This is a simple way for individuals and small
businesses to sell through the social media platforms.
Bigger businesses use it to compliment their website
offering. Facebook have their own marketplace where it's
based around individuals or small businesses buying or
selling around their locality. Businesses can advertise here
and sell  or  they could drive customers to their own
website. Instagram shopping allows certain businesses
setup and sell products directly from Instagram.
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6.3 eCommerce Solutions



 
 
 
 

There are a number of platforms and tools available for selling
digital media, such as: 

 
Spotify WordPress and Magento with WooCommerce, other
examples include: Sellfy, Gumroad, Easydigitaldownloads, e-
Junkie, Clickbank, Fetchapp, Sendowl, Paytoolbox, Payloadz,

Creativemarkets, Envatomarkets, Selz, Sellwire, Simplegoods,
Behance, CMSmart and others besides. 

 
These platforms enable people that don't have the time or

technical skills to easily setup an eCommerce site to start selling
online. 
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Payment Vendors:
When the eCommerce store is complete you must decide on
a payment vendor. Many eCommerce stores use Square,
Paypal and other payment processors to collect payment
from customers. When choosing your payment vendor it is
imprtant to consider fees, payment processing time, easy of
use, countries operating in and GDPR and security.
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Wider customer base
Cheaper marketing 
More efficient workforce 
A/B testing of prices, offers and website design
Better customer service by using chatbots and social
channels
The ability to offer more products
Lower overheads, particularly if you just run a click store 
Drop-shipping and fulfillments centres
Faster overall particularly with handling of orders. 
Better insight into customers acquisitions via analytics.

 
 

Software: Can be any solution or service that is powered
by code. Popular software products include mobile and
desktop software, web-based applications, mobile apps,
plugins, templates and tools.

42

6.5 Some benefits of selling online



A digital marketing campaign has to have a strategy. It
also has to consider the target audience. It should include
tactics, actions and the campaign goals. 

This strategy has to be realistic, achievable and practical.
You must also consider the budget, available resources
and what the aim of the company is. 

The campaign goals decide the entire campaign strategy,
it is important that you have these goals wrote down and
you follow the SMART model. The SMART model stands
for Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time
Bound. An example of this is below. 

We want 8,000
accessing our
website
monthly to
increase
product
knowledge
and awareness
and to ensure
that 4% of
monthly
visitors make a
purchase 

We want
8,000 visitors
accessing
our website
monthly to
meet our
aim of 1,920
sales within
the first
twelve
months

S

We want to
generate
greater
knowledge of
our eBook
offerings and
increase
traffic on our
site

 

We want
8,000
visitors
accessing
our
website
monthly

M A

Since we will
have PPC
ads, active
social media
with
influencers,
we feel
8,000
visitors to
our site is a
realistic
figure

R T
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Chapter 7: Managing and
Evaluating Campaigns



Sell: Increase sales

Speak: Communicate with your customers through

digital channels and build relationships and influence

your customers. 

Serve:  Improve the customers overall experience.

Save: Increase revenue by decreasing your costs and

try to save time/man power through automating a

procedure. If you switch brochures to download only

you'll save money on printing. Another option would

be to do booking online rather than over the phone. 

Sizzle: This is also know as earned media, if you blow

away a customer with their experience they will tell

others and be repeat customers. 

 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Know and Define the Audience:
In order to manage any digital marketing campaign, it is
vital to know audience or target market. How they use
the internet and which channels they prefer to use. To
get this knowledge you can conduct online surveys, polls
and analytics. Once you have these detail you will
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know more about your target market, you will know where
to advertise to them, sell to them and build brand
advocates. Companies can create customer personas of
their audience which allows them to know who their
customers are and what their interests are. Here is an
example of one. 

Continually review your data, use past polls, surveys and
focus groups. 
Looking to previous success, what has worked before? Is
there any changes needed for a new product or service
Buyer personas: Before developing a new product or service
consult these and see what the audience will want or needs. 

How to get to know your audience:
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Encouraging engagement: Using polls and surveys are very
useful for getting specific answers from your audience. You
can find out what they like/dislike and what can be improved
on. You can ask them open questions like what they would
change or what should be improved to encourage
engagement. It's a good idea for the CEO to engage with
customers too. 

 

Preparation for the
Campaign
When preparing a digital
marketing campaign you
should consult the SOSTAC
model which was setup by
an Irishman called Peter R
Smith. It is widely used for
business and marketing
planning. It is used to map
out exactly step by step
what to do for a business
plan or a marketing plan.  
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Delivering the campaign
The aim is to capture attention and to increase brand
awareness. Therefore, useful and relevant content
should be created that will allow customers to assess
the product. 

Ensure that customers can engage meaningfully with
the campaign in an authentic and genuine way -
allowing customers to post reviews and to rate products
will greatly enhance trust and transparency. Maintain
this trust through regular use of the website, blog posts,
and social media.

Placing the customers at the centre of each marketing
strategy as swell as adopting advanced technology can
ensure a quality delivery of a campaign.
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Understand what has worked well

Learn how the audience has responded

Review the effectiveness of the campaign with the
initial objectives in mind

Include stakeholders in the discussion

Gather valuable insights to inform future
campaigns

Evaluating the campaign
Evaluation, much like reflection, is an essential process
if future improvements are to be made.

Evaluating allows an organisation to:
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As technologies continue to change and  evolve at a
rate faster than ever before, a range of new and
emerging technologies will alter the digital landscape
over the coming years. Some examples are:

Augmented Reality: mixes real world with digital, this
is often through a phone.  

Virtual Reality: where you place a headset on your
face and you can be immersed in a game or a film. It
can also be used for educational purposes in the
medical field or military training. 
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Robotics: use a mix of engineering,
science and technology to replicate
what tasks humans do in order to
replace them. 

Automatic Content Creation: uses
artificial intelligence and natural
language generation tools to write
content. 

Artificial Intelligence: intelligence
demonstrated by machines. Machine
learning uses data to improve results. 

Cybersecurity: this is protecting all IT
equipment from malicious attacks
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6G will be the sixth generation for wireless
communications technology supporting cellular data
networks. It will be the likely successor to 5G and should
be a lot faster. 

Wearable technologies: also known as wearables, they
are worn close to the skin or on the skin. They are usually
connected to IOT devices examples include Fitbits and
smartwatches. 

Nanotechnology is science, technology and engineering
conducted at a nanoscale, which is conducted at 1 to 100
nanometers. 

Biometrics is body measurements and calculations. It is
used to identify someone and can allow access to a secure
building

Analytics refers to the systematic computational  analysis
of statistics or data. It is used for discovering, interpreting 
 and communicating patterns of data
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Omni-channel is a strategy used to improve
user experience and encourage more
personalised relationships with the target
audience

Chatbot applications allow direct
conversations with a live human agent

Voice recognition systems allow hands-free
requests to become a reality such as setting
reminders

Podcasting gifts users with a convenient and
integrated service comprising of spoken word
digital audio files that can be streamed to a
personal device

Personalisation involves tailoring a product
or service to a specific groups or individuals
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Chapter 9: Recommendations

Intuitive with a drag and drop feature
Great for free stock photos and elements
Excellent for individual and playful graphic design
Huge variety of colours for fonts, backgrounds
and elements to choose from
Adding videos from Youtube is so easy - just
search for them within Canva
Music can be easily added to Canva to add
another dimension to the reading experience
Photos can be uploaded from your own device,
and editing them could not be easier
It's a superb tool to use if are thinking of running
marketing campaigns on social media accounts

Canva is the software that was used to create this
eBook.

Should the reader decide to create an eBook of their
own, I would recommend using Canva for the
following reasons:
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